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C'mon Feel The Noise
Poorly designed electronic ballasts spray unwanted RF energy as electromagnetic interference (EMI) on both the
power line, and the lamp cord. This can screw up WiFi, cell service, cable TV and have the FCC and others knocking
at your door.
Power line, or Conducted EMI, mainly causes problems in the home with the ballasts – if you're not having a
problem, odds are no one else is either.
Radiated EMI from the lamp cord, though, is another story. It's been measured to cause serious interference ½ a
mile away, and has been the basis for every single FCC enforcement action and all grow-room hunts to date.
If you're got junk ballasts giving you Conducted EMI issues, though, a power line filter is a piece of cake!

The Garbage Man
This is a Conducted EMI plot from a notoriously noisy and well-known ballast measured at Compliance Testing, in
Phoenix, an FCC-certified EMI test lab. The black line is the FCC's maximum for conducted noise, and yeah, they're
completely above it. I included the plot so you can see theses guys are not missing by a little, they're missing by a
LOT. Twenty of these ballasts and No WiFi For You!

Here's The Fix
We built lamp-side filters to to quiet down noisy grows because they're dangerous if you do 'em wrong. If you need
a power line filter, though, its dirt EZ looks like this:
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Clip it on your power cord as close to the ballast as you can get it, and loop the cord through a couple times. The
impedance here rises as the square of the turns, so four (4) wraps are sixteen (16) times better than one wrap.
You can get one of your very own at Mouser electronics for $3.64:
http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Fair-Rite/0431164181/?qs=
%2fha2pyFadui9i7OfS7yC6UQqC3M9yLQhKcwDWD2IHtc%3d
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Shhhhh....
Clip one on, and enjoy the Conducted EMI fix. Boom. Done.
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